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Abstract: The remote sensing 3D reconstruction of mountain areas has a wide range of applications
in surveying, visualization, and game modeling. Different from indoor objects, outdoor mountain
reconstruction faces additional challenges, including illumination changes, diversity of textures, and
highly irregular surface geometry. Traditional neural network-based methods that lack discriminative
features struggle to handle the above challenges, and thus tend to generate incomplete and inaccurate
reconstructions. Truncated signed distance function (TSDF) is a commonly used parameterized
representation of 3D structures, which is naturally convenient for neural network computation and
computer storage. In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning method with TSDF-based represen-
tations for robust 3D reconstruction from images containing mountain terrains. The proposed method
takes in a set of images captured around an outdoor mountain and produces high-quality TSDF
representations of the mountain areas. To address the aforementioned challenges, such as lighting
variations and texture diversity, we propose a view fusion strategy based on reweighted mechanisms
(VRM) to better integrate multi-view 2D features of the same voxel. A feature enhancement (FE)
module is designed for providing better discriminative geometry prior in the feature decoding pro-
cess. We also propose a spatial–temporal aggregation (STA) module to reduce the ambiguity between
temporal features and improve the accuracy of the reconstruction surfaces. A synthetic dataset for
reconstructing images containing mountain terrains is built. Our method outperforms the previous
state-of-the-art TSDF-based and depth-based reconstruction methods in terms of both 2D and 3D
metrics. Furthermore, we collect real-world multi-view terrain images from Google Map. Qualitative
results demonstrate the good generalization ability of the proposed method.

Keywords: TSDF-based 3D reconstruction; spatial–temporal information fusion; multi-head cross
attention; optical remote sensing; aerial image

1. Introduction

Reconstruction of 3D scenes has a wide range of applications in remote sensing [1–7],
surveying [8], and game modeling. In computer vision and computer graphics, given a
single image or a set of images, 3D scene reconstruction is the process of capturing the
shape and appearance of real scenes. Outdoor mountains are an important ground feature
in remote sensing applications. In the remote sensing field, most recent works of 3D scene
construction concentrate on using airborne radar images. In this paper, we investigate the
problem of reconstructing 3D mountains using optical images from remote sensing scenes.
The low cost and easy availability of the reconstruction through optical images makes it
easy to acquire and implement from both airborne and spaceborne platforms.

The representation of 3D scenes is a prerequisite for 3D reconstruction. There are
mainly three 3D data representation approaches widely used for 3D reconstruction: point
cloud, mesh, and truncated signed distance function (TSDF). Among these approaches,
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point cloud representation is an irregular data structure for 3D structure, storing sparse
point-based data of objects. The limitation of the point cloud representation is that there
is no connection between points and the lack of surface information of scenes or objects.
Mesh representation divides the surface of an object into many triangular patches with a
tight graph structure. TSDF represents the 3D structure of an object by evenly dividing the
space into several voxels and storing the distance from each voxel to the surface. TSDF is
represented as a regular grid structure, which can be naturally processed by 3D convolution.
The above representations can be converted to each other easily. For example, point cloud
and TSDF can be converted into mesh using the Poisson reconstruction algorithm [9] and
marching cubes algorithm [10], respectively.

In recent years, TSDF-based neural networks [11–14] have drawn increasing attention
and have greatly promoted the research progress of the 3D reconstruction researches.
Recent TSDF-based networks mainly focus on indoor scene/object reconstruction problems.
These methods usually adopt a coarse-to-fine strategy to integrate features from different
resolutions, determine whether the voxel is within the truncated distance, and finally
generate the TSDF value of each voxel within the truncated distance. When the TSDF
value is obtained, the marching cubes algorithm [10] can be used to obtain the 3D mesh
format output.

Compared to indoor objects/scenes [15,16], the reconstruction of outdoor mountain
terrains we studied in this paper has more challenges. First, outdoor scenes may have
intense illumination variations due to the change of sunlight angle and intensity. Second,
mountains may have a highly complex texture and topology, compared to daily objects.
Figure 1 shows three types of mountains commonly seen in outdoor scenes: (a) vegetation-
covered mountains, (b) rocky mountains, and (c) snowy mountains. We found that recent
TSDF-based networks [17–19] are difficult to model the truncated distance near complex
surfaces of the mountain where voxels are either ignored or assigned an ambiguous multi-
view feature representation. The weak spatial correspondence makes it hard to learn
discriminative 2D features spatially. Some depth-based methods [20,21] are also used for
outdoor scene reconstruction, but they may suffer from poor result consistency.

Figure 1. Different types of mountain areas: (a) vegetation-covered mountains, (b) rocky mountains,
(c) snowy mountains.

In this paper, we propose a novel TSDF-based network for robust 3D reconstruction
from remote sensing images containing mountain terrains. Our method takes in a set of
images captured around an outdoor mountain and produces high-quality TSDF volumes of
the mountain areas. A coarse-to-fine reconstruction pipeline is adopted, where we first fuse
the 2D features extracted from different multi-view images and then fuse features from
different voxel resolutions. During the multi-view feature fusion procession, we propose
a view fusion strategy based on reweighted mechanisms (VRM) to better integrate 2D
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features on multiple views of the same voxel in 3D space. This module adaptive learns the
weights for different views and makes the reconstruction focus on more important 2D image
regions. We then design a spatial–temporal aggregation (SPA) module to fuse 3D features
of the same location in time series based on the local neighborhood. The SPA module
can reduce the ambiguity between temporal features and improve the smoothness of the
reconstruction surfaces. In the feature decoding process, we notice that the large-scale depth
value and complex local geometric structure of the mountains may significantly increase
the difficulty of network training for conventional TSDF-based methods. To this end, we
propose a feature enhancement (FE) module with probability distribution encoding [22],
which can provide better discriminative geometry prior to the feature decoding process.
Similar to the NeRF setting, we use a set of high-frequency sine and cosine functions to
map continuous probability into a higher dimensional space to enable our decoder to more
easily approximate a higher frequency signed distance function. Our motivations and
observations can be summarized as follows: (1) The implicit representation for each 2D
feature point can increase the discriminative ability of 2D features. The proposed VRM
module can also reduce the influence of inaccurate 2D features caused by the camera
distortion. (2) The geometry consistency can be better maintained by fusing temporal 3D
features. We incorporate the cross-attention mechanism to eliminate the spatial instability
in the feature fusion.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we build a challenging dataset
that contains mountain images with different shapes, surface textures and rendered with
different lighting conditions. The test data and the training data are very different in
texture. For a fair comparison, we retrain the proposed model and open-source methods
on this dataset. The results show that our method can better reconstruct the mountain
geometry than other methods, even with limited training data. Furthermore, we also
verify the proposed method on real-world multi-view terrain images from Google Map.
The qualitative results show that the proposed method transfers well to real-world terrains,
even those that have different styles of texture from the training data.

The main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

• We investigate the problem of outdoor 3D mountain reconstruction and propose a
new TSDF-based reconstruction method. A challenging synthetic dataset is built for
this problem.

• We propose a feature enhancement (FE) module, view fusion via reweighted mecha-
nism (VRM), and a spatial–temporal aggregation (STA) module to effectively utilize
features from different 2D views and improve feature discriminative capability on
voxels. With the above design, we outperform other state-of-the-art TSDF-based
methods on our task.

2. Background and Related Work

Here, we first give a brief introduction of the TSDF and then review some related topics,
including depth estimation, TSDF-based reconstruction, and implicit neural representation.

2.1. Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF)

Truncated signed distance function (TSDF) [23] is a common method for representing
surfaces in 3D reconstruction. In TSDF representation, the space occupied by the object
or scene is evenly divided into several voxels. The value corresponding to each voxel
represents the distance between the voxel and its nearest surface. The value is positive
if the voxel is outside the surface, and negative if the voxel is inside the surface. Usually,
the results of the TSDF can be converted into mesh structures using the marching cubes
algorithm [10]. TSDF is an improvement based on the signed distance function (SDF),
which truncates long distances and only considers the value of voxels near the surface of
the object. Therefore, in the case of parallel computing of graphics cards with large memory,
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real-time reconstruction can be achieved by using TSDF. The truncation distance of each
voxel corresponding to the current frame is written as follows:

tsd f = F(depth− Pz) (1)

where the depth can be obtained by a depth camera, and the Pz represents the z coordinate
value in the camera coordinate system. F(x) is defined as follows:

F(x) =

{
min(1, x

|u| ) x >0

max(−1, x
|u| ) x <0 ,

(2)

where u represents the truncated distance. The weight of each voxel at the current frame
can be calculated as w ∝ cos θ, where θ is the angle between the projected ray and the
surface normal vector, and the value of w is proportional to the value of cos θ. During the
camera shooting process, the TSDF corresponding to the voxels is continuously updated
with the following formula:

TSDFi+1 =
Wi × TSDFi + wi+1 × tsd fi+1

Wi + wi+1
,

Wi+1 = Wi + wi+1.
(3)

where i represents the ith view.

2.2. Depth Estimation

MVSNet [20] is one of the first to use neural networks to predict dense depth maps.
MVSNet innovatively encodes camera parameters to construct cost volume and predicts
depth through 3D CNNs. Later on, DPSNet [24] introduces the plane sweep algorithm
where the depth prediction is transformed into a multi-class task and is learned in an end-
to-end manner with neural networks. GPMVS [25] proposes a pose-kernel to measure the
similarity between frames as prior information. PatchmatchNet [21] introduces cascaded
patch match, which is fast, does not rely on 3D cost volume regularization, and has low
memory requirements. NerfingMVS [26] proposes to use neural radiance fields (NeRF) for
depth estimation and integrate learning-based depth priors into the optimization process.
When the depth estimation is completed, the Poisson reconstruction [27] and Delaunay
triangulation [28] are usually used to reconstruct 3D mesh results.

2.3. TSDF-Based Reconstruction

In recent years, many researchers choose to directly predict the voxel-to-surface dis-
tance for 3D reconstruction, which is also known as TSDF-based representation. Back in the
1980s, the marching cubes algorithm [10] was proposed to find the location of surfaces when
obtaining TSDF results. Atlas [11] extracts 2D features of images and projects them into 3D
space through corresponding camera parameters, where the 3D features are then passed
through a 3D CNN to predict the TSDF value of each voxel. NeuralRecon [13] reconstructs
the scene in real time by incrementally predicting the TSDF values with a GRU fusion
module. Transformerfusion [14] utilizes the Transformer networks to model the relations
between different views and fuse their 2D features adaptively. NerualFusion [29] performs
the view feature fusion operation in a learned latent space that allows encoding additional
information and improves the reconstruction by combining the view-aligned features. Most
of the above-mentioned methods take a coarse-to-fine reconstruction strategy and have
achieved good results. However, they are mostly designed for restricted indoor scenes and
are difficult to apply to the outdoor mountain reconstruction problem studied in this paper.

2.4. Implicit Neural Representation

Implicit neural representation is a recently emerged research topic in 3D reconstruction
and novel view synthesis. Implicit neural representation establishes a mapping between
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continuous pixel values and discrete pixel coordinates in 2D space or view coordinates in
3D space. NeRF [30] is a representative of this group of the method. NeRF-in-the-wild [31]
utilizes NeRF to model wild scenes with uncontrolled images. Very recently, implicit
neural representation was also introduced in tasks, such as super-resolution [32,33], image
generation [34–36] and implicit 3D model generation [37–39]. A common idea of the above
methods is to encode discrete coordinates with high-frequency positional encoding to
improve the generative modeling capability on details. We also borrowed this idea in our
proposed feature enhancement module.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed TSDF-based method. The proposed
method consists of (1) an encoder–decoder network integrated by a feature enhancement
(FE) module to extract multi-scale discriminative 2D features from the input images, (2) a
view fusion module based on a reweighted mechanism (VRM) to map multi-view 2D
features of each scale to a 3D volume space, (3) a spatial–temporal aggregation (STA)
module to enhance current voxel features by incorporating neighborhood features from
the last input frames. We adopt a coarse-to-fine reconstruction pipeline and incrementally
obtain detailed reconstruction results by utilizing image features from different resolutions.
In each stage of the network, we verify whether the distance between each voxel and its
nearest surface is smaller than the truncated distance. If yes, the voxel features are further
processed by the next stage. Note that we employ memory banks to restore the latest voxel
features for each stage.

View Fusion

2D space

View Fusion

Spatial-
Temporal 

aggregation

View Fusion

MLP

Spatial-
Temporal 

aggregation

MLP

Sparsify & Upsample
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3D space
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Figure 2. We adopt a coarse-to-fine pipeline to generate the reconstruction result. First, an encoder–
decoder network extracts 2D features where the view fusion via reweighted mechanisms is proposed
to generate more discriminative features. Then the view fusion module maps each level 2D feature
to 3D volume through camera parameters. Furthermore, the spatial–temporal aggregation module
eliminates the reconstruction ambiguity in timing. Finally, we update the memory bank with fused
features and predict the TSDF value of each voxel.
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3.2. Feature Enhancement Module

Mountain texture is an important factor in terrain reconstruction. However, be-
cause the camera is far away from the mountain, in some views, there are a lot of similar
textures in the captured images (see figures in Section 4.1), which increases the difficulty
for the network to extract 2D features well. In order to solve the above problem, we design
a feature enhancement module to obtain discriminative features. The value of the TSDF
of the voxels corresponding to the same local surface should be similar, so we first pre-
dict an implicit aggregation attribute for each 2D feature, where the features of the same
aggregation category belong to the same local surface.

Given a set of 2D features F ∈ Rh×w×c (c is the channel dimension, which is {24,
40, 80}, respectively, in the process from coarse to fine) at each reconstruction stage, we
employ an local aggregation network (i.e., two convolutional layers) to obtain context-
rich per-pixel features Fc = { f c

i ∈ Rn|, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , hw} (see Figure 3). n is {16, 32,
64} respectively in different level features. We adopt a relatively low dimension n as the
number of aggregation categories. For each feature vector f c

i , we normalize its value
with a Softmax function to obtain pi since we expect similar texture features to generate
similar probability distributions. To increase the distinguishability of aggregated attributes,
and inspired by implicit representation and position embedding in the transformer, we
multiply the probability distribution pi by a random Gaussian and map the result by a sin
and cos function. It was proved in [40] that it can increase the discrimination of the features.
The position embedding can be written as follows:

F
′
= FC(cat(sin (2πPB), cos (2πPB))) (4)

where B ∈ Rn×m (m is the increased feature dimension which is {24, 24, 24} respectively
in the process from coarse to fine) is the random Gaussian matrix, and FC(·) is a fully
connected layer for dimensional transformation. F

′
the same as the original feature space.

Finally, we combine F
′

with the original features with element-wise addition.

𝐵 ∈ ℝ!×#

𝑝$ ∈ ℝ!

cos(⋅)

sin( ⋅ )

𝑓$ % ∈ ℝ&Fc= {𝑓𝑐' ,… , 𝑓𝑐()}

softmax
c FC

Figure 3. Illustration of feature enhancement. A random Gaussian matrix is employed to enhance
the feature discrimination capacity.

3.3. View Fusion via Reweighted Mechanisms

After extracting the 2D features for each view, we transfer the 2D features to 3D features
for the subsequent process. We enclose all the images of one frame set and divide them into
several voxels evenly with cubic-shaped fragment bounding volume (FBV). In the process
of processing one frame set, we establish a mapping between each voxel and the 2D features
by camera parameters (see Figure 4). Due to the overlapping contents between images of
different views, one voxel often corresponds to multiple views. Previous methods [11,13]
usually adopt simple feature averaging to integrate the multi-views 2D features. However,
such an approach ignores the interaction and feature divergence between different views.
The 3D information of the terrain is usually hidden in the content differences of different
views. By simply averaging the features, it is difficult for the network to distinguish
the feature differences between different views at the same location. In addition to this,
the features at the boundary region of the view may contain incorrect information due to
camera distortion. To this end, we introduce a view reweighted mechanism (VRM) for
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better integrating multi-view features. By considering the effects of camera distortion, we
set a larger weight to center pixels, where the weights are inversely proportional to the
distance between the feature location to the center of the feature map. The importance of
the ith view feature is defined as follows:

βi = 1/
√
(hi − hc)

2 + (wi − wc)
2 + ε, (5)

where ε is a positive number to prevent numeric overflow. The importance of each view is
then mapped to (0, 1) through a Softmax layer. Since βi only considers the spatial location
of the feature in a single view, the relationship between features at the same location across
different views needs to be integrated. By following the configuration of the attention
layer in the squeeze-and-excitation networks [41], the final fused feature f

′
f are defined

as follows:

f
′
f =

n

∑
i=1

γi f
′
i , (6)

where γi denotes the channel weight of the ith view and is given by

γ1, γ2 · · · γn = MLP(
n

∑
i=1

βi f
′
i ), (7)

where n is the number of views and f
′
i is the input 2D feature.

The motivation of the above spatial-weighted design is to mitigate the effects of
inaccuracy features at the image boundary due to the camera distortion and distinguish
the contribution of 2D features from different views to the voxel. As a result, the center
features with realistic mountain textures are mainly utilized, and this design can improve
the performance of fusing 2D features from different views. Note that spatial weight and
channel weight are equally important.

Different Views

𝑓!"

𝑓#"

𝑓$"

Spatial-weighted 
Fusion 𝑓%" ∈ ℝ&

Voxel 
features

MLP

ℝ&

ℝ$!

Channel Weights 

ℝ&×$

Camera1 Cameran

…

…

Figure 4. Illustration of the proposed view fusion method. Corresponding multi-view 2D features of
each voxel are fused by (1) spatial reweighting and (2) channel reweighting.

3.4. Spatial-Temporal Aggregation Module

We divide the input images into different frame sets according to the sequence of
shooting views. In order to better process 3D information, we set overlapping views in
different frame sets (for details, please refer to the experimental section). Different frame
sets may correspond to voxels with the same coordinates in 3D TSDF volume.

After the VRM module, the 3D feature corresponding to the same voxel are different
in the fusion results of different frame-sets, which we define as temporal voxel features.
The temporal voxel feature can also be understood as the same voxel that has different
3D features under different views as the camera moves. Merging different temporal voxel
features benefits 3D representation learning. Very recently, NeuralRecon [13] proposed
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to fuse the features of the current frame with previous ones at the same locations. Note
that the fusion is only performed at a single-voxel level, and we refer to this approach as
point-by-point fusion. Due to the complex structure of the mountain surface, point-by-point
fusion may suffer from error accumulation problem, particularly when the current and
previous results both have noises.

The accumulation of errors caused by this point-to-point approach can make the pre-
dicted results inaccurate. Since the local surface of the mountain has a certain continuity in
structure, the corresponding TSDF value will not change significantly. Therefore, we design
a spatial–temporal aggregation module to integrate previous neighbor representations into
the current voxel via a cross-attention mechanism (see Figure 5 for details).

Given a set of previous features

Fp = {( f p
1 , cp

1 ), ( f p
2 , cp

2 ), . . . ( f p
m, cp

m)} (8)

and current features
Fs = {( f s

1 , cs
1), ( f s

2 , cs
2), . . . ( f s

n, cs
n)} (9)

where f p
i and f s

j are voxel features, cp
i and cs

j are corresponding coordinates (the dimension
of voxel features is {24, 48, 96} respectively, in different levels, and the corresponding is
3-dimension vector), we first select the top k features f p

j , j = {1, ..., k} closest to f s
i in the

volume space (top k). Then, we apply the multi-head cross-attention (MHCA) [42,43] to
relate current voxel features and top k previous features as follows:

f new
i = MHCA(q, K, V), (10)

where q = MLP( f s
i ), K/V = {MLP( f p

i )|j = {1, ..., k + 1}}.
Since the TSDF values corresponding to the features in a neighborhood are relatively

continuous, the new features that incorporate spatial neighborhood information can ef-
fectively eliminate the instability of the feature fusion. Finally, we fuse f new

i with the
closest previous feature (the voxel marked yellow in Figure 5) in a point-by-point way to
further enhance the details. We update FP of the memory bank with the fused feature in a
dynamic fashion.

Multi-head 
Cross-attention P-P Fusion

Voxel features at frame t-1
top-K valid voxels

queries

keys values

Spatial correspondence

fused 
features

MLP

MLP

closest
feature

finew

Voxel features at frame t

Figure 5. The multi-head cross-attention mechanism is employed to fuse the current feature with
previous neighborhood ones. The resulting f new

i is then fused with the closest feature (yellow voxel)
in a point-by-point fusion way.

3.5. Implementation Details

Networks details. We use the pre-trained MnasNet [44] as the backbone for extracting
2D features. We use torchsparse [45] to implement 3D sparse convolution. We set the
number of aggregation categories in the FE module for each stage as {16, 32, 64} respectively.
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In SPA, we select 3 previous voxel features which are closets to f s
j and send them to MHCA.

The parameter details of the main modules are shown in the Table 1.
Loss function. We train the model with binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss and l1 loss,

where the former is used to tell where the voxel is within the truncation distance and the
latter to regress the distance between the voxel and the surface. We follow [13] to apply
log-transformation before the l1 loss.

Each input frame-set is assigned nine views, and any two neighboring frame-sets have
six overlapping frames. We employ the Adam optimizer with a 10−3 learning rate. Since
we did not predict the depth map explicitly, we render the reconstructed mesh to the image
plane and estimate the depth values [11].

To evaluate the performance of depth-based methods [24,25] in 3D metrics, we apply
the standard TSDF fusion method proposed in [23] to reconstruct mesh results with depth
results and compare them with ours.

Table 1. The input dimension and output dimension of main modules.

Modules Input Demisons OutPut Demensions

Backbone N_views× 512× 512× 3
Level 1:24
Level 2:40
Level 3:80

FE The input dimensions of the
three levels are correspondingly {80, 80, 80}

The output dimensions of the three levels
are correspondingly {80, 80, 80}

Aggregation network

The input dimensions
of Conv1 in three levels are {80,80,80}

The output dimensions of Conv1
in three levels are {40, 40, 40}

The input dimensions
of Conv2 in three levels are {40, 40, 40}

The output dimensions of Conv2
in three levels are {16, 32, 64}

VRM The input dimensions
of MLP in three levels are {24, 40, 80}

The output dimensions of MLP
in three levels are {9, 9, 9}

STA

The dimension
of Queries in three levels are {24, 48, 96}

The dimension of Queries
in three levels are {128, 128, 128}

The dimension
of Keys in three levels are {24, 48, 96}

The dimension of Keys
in three levels are {128,128,128}

The dimension
of Values in three levels are {24, 48, 96}

The dimension of Values
in three levels are {128, 128, 128}

Last MLP The input dimension of the last MLP in three levels are {24, 48, 96} 1

4. Results
4.1. Dataset

We build a diverse and challenging synthetic 3D dataset for 3D reconstruction using
images containing mountain terrains. The dataset contains 3D models of 8 snowy moun-
tains, 8 vegetation-covered mountains, and 8 rocky mountains. Some examples are shown
in Figures 6 and 7.

We randomly select 4 models from each class terrain for training: 1 model for validation
and 3 models for testing. As result, we render 33 video clips: 12 for training, 3 for validation,
and 18 for testing. The training videos and the validation videos are obtained by shooting
around the mountain at a random height with a simulated camera. The test videos are shot
at two random heights for each mountain model. There is no overlap between our training
and testing sets. The light intensity throughout video shooting is randomly set.

For each video, a keyframe is selected at an interval of 10 degrees. A total of 36 images
are selected for one video clip, and corresponding depth images and camera parameters
are also recorded. The size of each image is rendered at 512× 512 pixels. For each video,
we use the depth map and camera parameters to render the ground-truth TSDF. The size of
the voxel is set to 1 m. The maximum depth is set to 120 m. The reason is that we normalize
the length of all experimental models to around 120 m in the Blender coordinate system to
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conveniently validate our method (relative to the size of the model, this distance is very far
for normal scenes). The TSDF truncation distance λ is set to 3 m.

Figure 6. Input images of six camera views corresponding to each type of mountain terrain in the
training set.

Figure 7. Input images of six camera views corresponding to each type of mountain terrain in the
testing set.

4.2. Comparison Methods and Metrics

The following methods are used for comparison: (1) Traditional method, COLMAP [46],
processes high-resolution images but suffers from high time consumption. (2) Depth-based
methods: DPSNet [24] takes the plane swap approach to directly predict the depth map.
The cost volume is constructed by a differentiable warping process, allowing end-to-end
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training. GPMVS [25] proposes a pose-kernel structure that encourages similar poses to
have resembling latent spaces. This strategy makes the depth predicted by the model
more complete. (3) TSDF-based methods: Atlas [11], an off-line method, directly regresses
the TSDF value of each voxel and reconstructs the surface geometry. NeuralRecon [13] is
a real-time method to reconstruct the object surfaces.

We follow [11,47], and use the 3D geometry metrics and the 2D depth metrics to
compare all the above-mentioned methods. The details of each metrics are shown in Table 2.
Since DPSNet and GPMVS are specialized for depth estimation, we only compare these
two methods on 2D metrics. For a fair comparison, we implement all these methods on our
dataset, using their open-source code.

Table 2. The evaluation metrics of 2D depth estimation and 3D reconstruction used in our experiment.

2D 3D

Abs Rel 1
n ∑ |d−d∗ |

d∗ L1 meant∗<1|t− t∗|

Abs Diff 1
n ∑|d− d∗| Acc meanp∈P(minp∗∈P∗‖p− p∗‖)

Sq Rel 1
n ∑ |d−d∗ |2

d∗ Comp meanp∗∈P∗(minp∈P‖p− p∗‖)

RMSE
√

1
n ∑ |d− d∗|2 Prec meanp∈P(minp∗∈P∗‖p− p∗‖) < 0.05

σ < 1.25i 1
n ∑ max( d

d∗ , d∗
d ) < 1.25i Recall meanp∗∈P∗(minp∈P‖p− p∗‖) < 0.05

Comp valid predictions F-score (2× Recall× Pres) / (Prec + Recall)

4.3. Overall Comparison on the Synthetic Dataset

Table 3 shows the quantitative evaluation results of different methods on the above
3D metrics. We can see our model achieves the best results compared with other neural
network methods.

Table 3. The 3D reconstruction accuracy of different methods. The 1 voxel size and 1.5 voxel size
represent the value of the corresponding threshold when calculating Prec and Recall. The method of
calculating metric values are the same as Atlas [11] and NeuralRecon [13].

1 Voxel Size 1.5 Voxel Size

Method Layer F-Score ↑ Prec↑ Recall↑ F-Score↑ Prec↑ Recall↑ Acc↓ Comp↓ Time↓ (ms)

DPSNet double 0.67 1.00 0.50 1.05 1.53 0.80 49.59 51.47 175
GPMVS double 0.29 0.20 0.48 0.467 0.32 0.88 62.03 49.74 186
Altas double 14.86 14.84 15.46 24.92 21.24 23.11 10.81 5.15 11.7
NeuralRecon double 43.16 65.54 34.26 55.09 84.25 43.77 1.10 7.90 32.0

Ours double 52.16 65.87 44.26 64.63 81.23 55.00 1.76 4.53 35.4

COLMAP single 82.55 99.45 71.21 87.55 99.72 78.68 0.40 1.47 420
NeuralRecon single 56.60 71.93 48.69 65.61 83.63 56.43 0.88 5.63 32.0

Ours single 64.03 76.94 56.22 70.00 82.90 61.82 1.40 3.82 35.4

For the depth-based methods, the various shapes and textures of mountains make the
depth-based methods difficult to learn useful geometric representations. There are also
differences in the size of the mountains, so the estimated range of terrain depth also varies
greatly, which makes the depth-based model unable to adapt well to different terrains. Even
for the same terrain, similar textures may correspond to different depths, so texture features
alone cannot generate reasonable results. The compared methods predict inconsistent
depths, which makes it impossible to reconstruct the mesh results well. Our method
outperforms previous methods for almost all 2D depth metrics, as shown in Table 4.
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For TSDF-based neural networks, we focus more on the 3D metrics, where the F-
score can better reflect the visual effects of the results. Since 3D information is often
contained in the disparity of different views, the joint processing of features from different
views is important. However, Atlas [11] extracts the features of each view separately,
which results in inconsistent semantic information in the 3D space, and results in a low
F-score. NeuralRecon [13] integrates the temporal features at a single-voxel level to improve
robustness. However, due to its relatively insufficient 2D features and the possibility of
error accumulation of voxel features, some voxels are deleted by mistake, resulting in a
low recall rate and poor integrity. Compared with NeuralRecon, our proposed model
improves the F-score and recall by 9.5 % and 11.3%, respectively. From the visualization
results in Figure 8, we can see our method can have a more complete reconstruction of the
mountain surface. Note that we do not show the colored results because our paper focuses
on TSDF-based representations rather than textures. In addition, in order to compare with
COLMAP, we use the same way as that in NerualRecon [13] to generate single-layer results.
Although the results of COLMAP in Figure 8 are more complete, COLMAP produces
the wrong topology, with some holes being filled incorrectly and over-smooth results.
Table 3 shows that our method surpasses NerualRecon in almost all 3D metrics. Although,
COLMAP can achieve a higher F-score but can be 10 times slower than ours.

Table 4. Depth estimation accuracy of different methods. We use the same method in NeuralRe-
con [13] to calculate the metric values.

Method Abs Rel↓ Abs Diff↓ Sq Rel↓ RMSE↓ δ < 1.25i ↑ Comp↑

GPMVS 0.90 44.74 60.92 50.39 0.17 84.04
DPSNet 0.44 24.80 14.77 27.09 0.29 84.10

NerualRecon 0.12 3.23 1.71 5.02 0.83 70.22

Ours 0.04 2.16 0.64 3.81 0.97 63.90

Figure 8. Qualitative results on our dataset. Compared to GPMVS [25] and NerualRecon [13], our
method can produce much more complete reconstruction results. Notice that COLMAP generates
single layer results and tends to give over-smooth results (some holes are wrongly filled).
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Our results are TSDF-based forms that can be easily converted to mesh, point cloud
and other formats. These are the explicit 3D data formats that can be simply imported into
software, such as Unity, for further editing (modifying the terrain, combining multiple
terrains, etc.). In this way, it will greatly reduce modeling time and effort.

4.4. Generalizing to Real Data

To further verify the adaptability of the proposed method to the real-world data, we
randomly extract multi-view terrain images from Google Map. The real terrains include
one vegetation-covered mountain, one rocky mountain, and one snowy mountain. The real
data have different styles of textures from training data. The validation videos are also
obtained by shooting around the real terrains at a random height.

There are two challenges on real terrains: (1) the texture of real terrains is very different
from that of training mountains; and (2) the real terrains have a more complex geometrical
structure. The above increases the difficulty of reconstructing and requires the model to be
able to adapt to different types of textures.

Since it is difficult to obtain the ground truth of real terrains, we only show the
qualitative results. In Figures 9–11, we show three groups of reconstruction results using
our method. The small images on the left are the six views randomly shot by the camera,
and the large image on the right is the reconstruction result. The results show that our
method trained on synthetic data has good transferability to real terrains.

Figure 9. The real data of vegetation-covered mountain terrain. The small images on the left are the
six views randomly shot by the camera, and the large image on the right is the reconstruction result.
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Figure 10. The real data of rocky mountain terrain. The small images on the left are the six views
randomly shot by the camera, and the large image on the right is the reconstruction result.

Figure 11. The real data of snowy mountain terrain. The small images on the left are the six views
randomly shot by the camera, and the large image on the right is the reconstruction result.

5. Discussion

In this section, we analyze carefully the benefits and drawbacks of the proposed strat-
egy. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we incrementally add the proposed
modules (FE, VRM, STA) to the baseline in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we focus on the
limitations of our model.

5.1. Ablation Study

To verify the effectiveness of our designed modules, we conduct ablation studies
on the proposed three key components, i.e., feature enhancement (FE), view reweighted
mechanism (VRM), and spatial–temporal aggregation (STA). Starting from a baseline using
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a normal 2D encoder–decoder and normal view fusion-based 3D feature generator, we
incrementally add the three components.

From Table 5, we can observe that STA, VRM, and FE can bring improvement of
the F-score of our model by 8.7%, 3.7%, and 2.2%, respectively. The above results show
that the modules we designed for image reconstruction can improve the performance of
the network and achieve better reconstruction results. We can also observe that our STA
induces further improvement of F1-score against NeurlRecon by 3.7%. The quantitative
results indicate that the aggregation with neighborhood voxel features can benefit the 3D
reconstruction. We also visualize the reconstruction results of our models in Figure 12. We
can observe that the reconstruction quality improves when incrementally adding the three
modules. When the STA module is added, the top area of the terrain becomes flat and
the whole is smoother. This is because the local spatial features can reduce the ambiguity
between temporal features.

The qualitative comparison of our ablation experiment is shown in Figure 12. In
Figure 12d, we can see that the VRM module can better convert 2D features into 3D features.
As a result, the results become more complete. The result of Figure 12e also removes some
discontinuous regions, which shows that the FE module can improve the network to extract
more distinguishable features from 2D images, which is more conducive to predicting an
accurate TSDF for each voxel. In conclusion, both quantitative and qualitative experiments
show that our proposed module is beneficial for the task of terrain reconstruction.

Table 5 also shows the memory usage in testing process. The memory computation
is reduced with our proposed modules due to the powerful ability of added modules to
neglect the computation of a lot of voxels that are not near the mountain surface.

Table 5. Ablation study on the proposed three modules, i.e., feature enhancement (FE), view
reweighted mechanism (VRM), and spatial–temporal aggregation (STA).

Method FE VRM STA F-Score Prec Recall Memory Consumption

baseline × × × 50.09 77.55 39.44 2.2 GB
NeuralRecon × × × 55.09 84.25 43.77 <4 GB

ours
√

× × 60.68 67.22 57.74 3.7 GB
ours ×

√
× 62.23 75.72 55.35 3.6 GB

ours × ×
√

58.79 76.49 48.93 4.4 GB
ours

√ √
× 62.72 77.44 55.37 2.1 GB

ours ×
√ √

62.45 75.70 54.71 2.2 GB
ours

√
×

√
63.12 70.31 58.86 2.1 GB

ours
√ √ √

64.63 81.23 55.00 2.2 GB

(b) (c) (d)(a) (e) (f)

Figure 12. The visualization result of ablation experiments. (a) Our baseline; (b) NeuralRecon (c) STA;
(d) STA+VRM; (e) STA+VRM+FE; (f) ground truth.

5.2. Limitations and Future

As we discussed above, our designed module can improve the integrity and accuracy
of image reconstruction that contains mountain terrains. However, the textures of the im-
ages in our current dataset are blurry, so applying textures to the reconstructed model is not
the focus of our work. Our further work is to reconstruct multi-view high-definition images
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that can paste clear textures on the reconstructed terrain. In the future, we will collect more
types of mountains to expand our dataset. Our model can be more fully trained to adapt to
different input images, which in turn can achieve better reconstruction of the real terrain
in Google Map. Furthermore, we are also interested in researching that reconstructing
images captured from widely varying distances, which is a very interesting but challenging
problem. The key is to extract effective texture features from multi-resolution images,
which is very important and critical in many tasks.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel TSDF-based method for 3D reconstruction from
images containing mountain terrains. Different from existing methods that only fuse tem-
poral features of the same voxel, we introduce neighbor information to smooth the current
voxel representation via cross-attention. We further propose feature enhancement and
reweighted mechanisms to enhance the discriminative capacity of 2D features. Extensive
experiments on our proposed dataset verify the effectiveness of our method. Our method
outperforms several state-of-the-art methods in terms of both 3D and 2D metrics. The vi-
sual evaluation also illustrates the completeness and refinement of our reconstruction.
In addition, the results on real terrains show that our method has a good ability to adapt to
real styles of textures. Our method can effectively learn the geometry of the mountain from
a small number of videos.
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